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ARTICLE

Meta-analysis of 20 genome-wide linkage studies
evidenced new regions linked to asthma and atopy
Emmanuelle Bouzigon*,1,2,3, Paola Forabosco4,5, Gerard H Koppelman6, William OCM Cookson7,
Marie-Hélène Dizier8,9, David L Duffy10, David M Evans11, Manuel AR Ferreira10, Juha Kere12, Tarja Laitinen13,
Giovanni Malerba14, Deborah A Meyers15, Miriam Moffatt7, Nicholas G Martin10, Mandy Y Ng16,
Pier Franco Pignatti14, Mathias Wjst17,18, Francine Kauffmann9,19, Florence Demenais1,2,3 and Cathryn M Lewis4,16
Asthma is caused by a heterogeneous combination of environmental and genetic factors. In the context of GA2LEN (Global
Allergy and Asthma European Network), we carried out meta-analyses of almost all genome-wide linkage screens conducted to
date in 20 independent populations from different ethnic origins (Z3024 families with Z10 027 subjects) for asthma, atopic
asthma, bronchial hyper-responsiveness and five atopy-related traits (total immunoglobulin E level, positive skin test response
(SPT) to at least one allergen or to House Dust Mite, quantitative score of SPT (SPTQ) and eosinophils (EOS)). We used the
genome scan meta-analysis method to assess evidence for linkage within bins of traditionally 30-cM width, and explored the
manner in which these results were affected by bin definition. Meta-analyses were conducted in all studies and repeated in
families of European ancestry. Genome-wide evidence for linkage was detected for asthma in two regions (2p21–p14 and 6p21)
in European families ascertained through two asthmatic sibs. With regard to atopy phenotypes, four regions reached
genome-wide significance: 3p25.3–q24 in all families for SPT and three other regions in European families (2q32–q34 for
EOS, 5q23–q33 for SPTQ and 17q12–q24 for SPT). Tests of heterogeneity showed consistent evidence of linkage of SPTQ to
3p11–3q21, whereas between-study heterogeneity was detected for asthma in 2p22–p13 and 6p21, and for atopic asthma in
1q23–q25. This large-scale meta-analysis provides an important resource of information that can be used to prioritize further
fine-mapping studies and also be integrated with genome-wide association studies to increase power and better interpret the
outcomes of these studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Asthma is a complex and heterogeneous disease resulting from many
genetic and environmental factors, with a wide spectrum of clinical
manifestations.1 Asthma is associated with intermediate biological and
physiological phenotypes, including traits related to atopy and inflammation (total serum immunoglobulin E (IgE) levels, specific IgE and
skin test reactivity to common aero-allergens and eosinophilia) and
those related to lung function (forced expiratory volume in one
second, and airway responsiveness).
Considerable efforts have been made over the past 10 years to map
the chromosomal location of genes potentially involved in the development of asthma. To date, 20 independent research groups have
conducted genome-wide linkage (GWL) scans, mainly for asthma and
atopy-related phenotypes, in 24 different populations around the
world.2 These scans have led to the identification of eight genes by

positional cloning and also to a large number of genomic regions that
may harbour susceptibility genes.3 However, many of these regions did
not show strong evidence for linkage in individual studies and/or have
not been replicated across studies. Lack of replication may derive from
discrepancies in phenotype definition across studies, differences in
family ascertainment schemes, differences in analytical methods,
insufficient power to detect linkage and genetic heterogeneity of
the disease.
Meta-analysis, which involves combining the results of GWL
screens, is one approach that can improve the information available
from a series of underpowered studies. Thus, meta-analysis can be a
powerful tool not only for strengthening the evidence of previously
detected linkage regions but also for identifying novel regions in
which the genetic effect is too small to be detected in a single study.
Meta-analysis cannot completely overcome the problem of genetic
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heterogeneity but can identify regions implicated in a subset of the
pooled studies. Regions highlighted in meta-analysis of linkage can be
useful to prioritize future gene localization studies, whether these are
based on positional cloning or on follow-up of genome-wide association (GWA) studies. Moreover, it has been shown that taking into
account previous linkage information while computing the falsediscovery rate can improve the power of GWA studies.4 Recently, a
meta-analysis of nine genome scans conducted in families of European
ancestry (EUR) for asthma and three asthma-associated phenotypes
(IgE, positive skin test response and bronchial hyper-responsiveness
(BHR)) identified several regions with suggestive evidence of linkage,
but failed to reach a genome-wide significance level.5
In the context of GA2LEN (Global Allergy and Asthma
European Network, http://www.ga2len.net), we conducted a collaborative meta-analysis of 20 GWL scans conducted worldwide for
the most studied phenotypes across studies, namely, asthma, atopic
asthma, BHR and five atopy-related phenotypes, using the genome
scan meta-analysis (GSMA) method.6 The inclusion of populations
with different genetic ancestry allowed us to identify common genetic
regions underlying the pathogenesis of asthma across populations
and to evaluate the variability of linkage findings by formally testing
for genetic heterogeneity among studies.7 We also explored the
robustness of our results by using different bin-width definitions for
the GSMA method.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study inclusion criteria
We identified 24 GWL studies conducted for asthma or asthma-associated
phenotypes, using PubMed searches (last search updated January 2009, using
the following keywords: ‘asthma’, ‘atopy’, ‘BHR’, ‘IgE’, ‘eosinophils’, ‘skin tests’,
‘genome search’, ‘genome scan’) and by examining reference lists of papers in
asthma genetics. Results were limited to English language papers. This literature
search was conducted by the first author (EB), and the inclusion of data and
decision strategy were reviewed by the statistical genetics group (EB, PF, FD and
CML). We excluded linkage studies of candidate regions, which only considered
short regions of the genome. Linkage studies that overlapped across samples or
were extended versions of previous publications were identified, and only
independent studies were included. In cases in which studies had performed a
two-stage analysis that genotyped more markers in targeted regions at stage 2,
only stage 1 results were used, as GSMA requires a uniform distribution of
markers and families across the genome.
Among the 24 eligible GWL scans, 20 were included in this study. The four
excluded studies included two studies focusing on specific regions (positional
cloning studies) that mentioned in their publication that they had conducted
GWL screens but without publishing their genome-wide results,8,9 one study
focusing on specific IgE that was not a phenotype we examined10 and one study
with no data that could be made available for our meta-analysis.11 As described
in Table 1, for 12 of 20 included studies, we obtained data on marker maps and,
for each phenotype, GWL statistics (eg, LOD or NPL scores and/or P-values)
from investigators12–20 or from a website (http://www.springerlink.com/
content/8660v8526j362846/MediaObjects/439_2006_285_MOESM2_ESM.xls).21

Table 1 Characteristics of individual genome-wide linkage scans included in this study
Family
ascertainment

No. of affected or phenotyped subjects

Population

Origin

Data

Results

Asthma

Atopic asthma

German12,39

EUR

Z2 Asthmatic sibs

RD, G

Full

413

Dutch13–15
Finnish16

EUR
EUR

1 Asthmatic parent
Z1 Asthmatic

RD
RD

Full
Full

368
185

Icelandic22

EUR

Z2 Asthmatic relatives

G

Full

596

French (EGEA)17
Danish23

EUR
EUR

Z1 Asthmatic
Z2 Atopic sibs

RD
G

Full
Partial

237
78

176a
78

Britisha
Italiana

EUR
EUR

Z1 Asthmatic sib
Z1 Asthmatic sib

RD
RD

Full
Full

163
88

88

Australian18
Australian twins19,20

EUR
EUR

Population
Z1 Asthmatic twin

RD
RD

Partial
Full

GSK21,24 – all together
GAINb

EUR

Z2 Asthmatic sibs

Web, G

Full

268

EUR

Z2 Asthmatics
Z2 Asthmatic sibs

G
G

Full
Full

465

STP HDM

SPTQ

EOS

BHR

99

221

96

1136

327

224

1136

446

707
90

370

181a

699

191

148

82

703

341
98

203
387

203
934

230

770

482

482

148

108
268

108
268

138

98

560

Minnesota
Denmark
Utah32
CSGAc25–29 – all

SPT

359

68
1422

IgE

468

693
1322

Euro-Americans
African Americans

EUR
Non-EUR

466
350

Hispanic-Americans
Japanese30

Non-EUR
Non-EUR

Z2 Asthmatic sibs

G

Full

91
106

Chinese31
Costa Rican33,34

Non-EUR
Non-EUR

Z2 Asthmatic sibs
Z1 Asthmatic sib

G
T

Full
Partial

101

924
171

210
66

558

30

106
1506
652

Total of subjects
ALL studies
EUR studies

5425
4777

1276
1170

8076
5189

3255
1933

1030
934

1561
1561

3534
3534

1397
1397

Abbreviations: SPT, defined by at least one positive skin prick test response; SPT HDM, positive skin prick test response to House Dust Mite; SPTQ, quantitative measure of positive skin test
response to allergens; EOS, eosinophil count; BHR, bronchial hyper-responsiveness; RD, raw data available; G, data extracted from published graphs; Web, data available online; T, published table.
aUnpublished results.
bIgE results for GAIN and Minnesota groups were included separately; atopy results were included separately for GAIN, Minnesota and Denmark families, respectively.
cAsthma and IgE were analyzed separately in families of European, African-American and Hispanic-American origin.
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For seven studies, results were presented as chromosomal graphs from multipoint linkage analysis, and linkage scores were extracted using the digitizing
program Engauge Digitiser (v.2.14, Mark Mitchell, 2002, http://digitizer.
sourceforge.net/), which converts curves into x and y coordinates.22–32 Finally,
for one study, we used data extracted from published tables, in which only peak
linkage statistics were shown.

Phenotypes analyzed
The following eight phenotypes were considered by this meta-analysis: asthma,
atopic asthma, BHR, a positive skin prick test response to at least one allergen
(SPT) or specifically to House Dust Mite (SPT to HDM), a quantitative
measure of positive skin test response to allergens (SPTQ, corresponding to the
proportion of positive skin prick tests), total serum IgE levels and eosinophil
(EOS) counts. Asthma definition was based on a physician’s diagnosis in six
studies, on standardized questionnaires in four studies or on self-reporting
and/or doctor diagnosed combined with different traits (BHR and/or asthma
therapy and/or hospitalization for asthma) in five studies. Finally, asthma was
based on a decision algorithm in the Dutch study.15 The atopic asthma
phenotype was defined by adding the presence of positive SPT (seven studies)
and/or specific IgE (one study) to the previous definitions of asthma. The BHR
definition was based on methacholine (four studies) or histamine challenge
tests (two studies).

Genome search meta-analysis
Results obtained from individual GWL scans were combined using the
GSMA method.6,35 The GSMA method is a rank-based analysis assessing the
strongest evidence for linkage within bins of fixed width, traditionally
30 cM, resulting in a total of 118 bins on the autosomes using the Marshfield
map. For each study, the maximum evidence of linkage achieved within a bin
was noted (eg, maximum LOD or NPL or minimum P-values). When partial
data were available, bins without results were all assigned a rank equal to the
median of unused ranks. Bins were then ranked and ranks were summed
across studies. Statistical evidence for linkage within the bin was assessed from
this summed rank (SR) using permutation tests available in the GSMA
software.36 By applying Bonferroni’s correction for multiple testing on
the basis of 118 bins, a P-value of 0.05/118¼0.00042 is necessary for
genome-wide evidence of linkage, and a P-value of 1/118¼0.0084 for suggestive
evidence of linkage.
For each phenotype, a meta-analysis was performed for all studies,
and repeated for the sub-sample consisting of only families with EUR ancestry.
Initially, only linkage screens with genome-wide results were analyzed, thereafter genome scans with partial results were added. Meta-analyses of the
different traits were performed both unweighted (assuming equal contribution
from each study) and weighted by study size, using the square root of the
number of affected individuals (binary traits) or phenotyped subjects
(quantitative traits) as a weighting factor. To explore the manner in which
meta-analysis results could be affected by bin definition, we also performed
analyses using 20 cM (giving a total of 173 bins) and 40 cM (87 bins)
bin widths, and shifted 30-cM bins obtained by moving bin boundaries by
15 cM.37 Multiple testing of bins was accounted for in the P-value thresholds
used, but multiple testing of phenotypes was not corrected for as these
phenotypes are correlated. The outcomes of sensitivity analysis according to
bin width were only examined in regions detected by the original 30-cM
bin-width analysis.

Testing for between-scan heterogeneity
In bins reaching the 5% threshold value, we tested for heterogeneity (1) among
ALL studies and (2) among EUR studies, using the Q-statistic proposed by
PN
Zintzaras and Ioannidis.7 For bin j, Q¼ i¼1
wi(Ri,jRj)2, where wi is the
weight of study i, Ri,j the rank of study i in bin j and Rj the mean rank for bin j.
The statistical significance of the heterogeneity metric was tested using Monte
Carlo permutations, that is, by randomly reassigning the ranks to bins within
each study, and recalculating each heterogeneity statistic. High between-study
heterogeneity was defined as the proportion of simulated bins with Q-statistics
exceeding the observed value, indicating large differences in the relative rank
of a bin among studies. Conversely, low heterogeneity was defined as the
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percentage of simulated bins below the observed value, corresponding to
consistent linkage evidence across studies. High or low between-study heterogeneity was based on one-sided tests (Po0.05 for left- or right-sided testing,
respectively). As the distribution of the heterogeneity statistic depends on the
SR statistic,7 the observed heterogeneity statistic was only compared with
simulated bins with similar SR values (±2). Heterogeneity tests were performed using HEGESMA software.38

RESULTS
In total, our meta-analysis included genome linkage scan results
on asthma and atopy-related phenotypes from 20 different studies
(including more than 3000 families). Genome screens were
carried out in families with different geographical and ethnic origins:
Europe, United States (families of European, African-American and
Hispanic-American origin), Australia, Japan, China and Costa Rica
(Table 1). Families were mainly ascertained through at least one
asthmatic subject, with some additional affected individuals available. All linkage analyses, except two, were multipoint nonparametric, using a range of programs (eg, Mapmaker/Sibs, GeneHunter,
Solar, MLB-GH, Merlin) reflecting family structures and date of
the analysis.
The main results from weighted (pSR_W) and unweighted (pSR_U)
meta-analyses (30-cM bin width) conducted in the entire set of studies
(ALL families) and in EUR families are shown in Table 2 and in
Supplementary Table S1. Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S1
illustrate the results for all bins (ALL and EUR analyses). Exhaustive
meta-analysis results (eight phenotypes) are presented in Supplementary Tables S2–S10.
Asthma and atopic asthma
Meta-analysis of asthma was performed in 16 asthma GWL studies, of
which 14 scans had complete results (2053 families with 5425 affected
individuals). Suggestive evidence for linkage occurred in two bins:
bin 4_7 (pSR_W¼0.007) and bin 5_5 (pSR_W¼0.003) in ALL families.
Moreover, irrespective of the strategy used (different bin width,
inclusion of two scans with partial results), suggestive evidence of
linkage was consistently detected on chromosome 4 between 182 and
200 cM and on chromosome 5 between 139 and 141 cM. When
restricting the analysis to studies including families ascertained
through at least two asthmatic sibs, suggestive evidence of linkage
was observed in bin 2_3 (pSR_W¼0.002) and bin 6_2 (pSR_W¼0.004),
both of which reached genome-wide significance level (pSR_W
o0.0002) in EUR families. Varying bin widths (Supplementary
Figure S2) supported these results and defined two linked regions
of o20 cM: 2p21–p14 (63.4–82.8 cM) and 6p21.31–p21.1 (49.5–
65.1 cM). Genetic heterogeneity (pSR_WZ0.975) between studies was
detected in ALL families for bin 2_3 and in families ascertained
through two asthmatic sibs for bin 6_2.
Overall, data for atopic asthma consisted of 618 families with 1276
atopic asthmatic offspring from six studies. Suggestive evidence of
linkage was detected on chromosome 17q in ALL families and
when analyses were restricted to EUR families (bin 17_3,
pSR_W¼pSR_U¼0.001). Analyses with different bin-width definitions
consistently detected the 17q region at a suggestive evidence
level (pSR_W varying from 0.0004 to 0.001 for ALL families and
from 0.0006 to 0.002 in the EUR sample), delineating a linked region
of 18 cM between 63 and 81 cM. Suggestive evidence for linkage was
also obtained for two other regions: 1p (125–145 cM, pSR_W¼0.006)
and 1q (271 cM-qter, pSR_W¼0.005) in EUR families. For the 1q
region, there was a nominally significant evidence for genetic
heterogeneity between studies (pSR_WZ0.98), for both ALL and
EUR families.
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1
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4

•
genome−wide

−log10(p−value)

Bold, underlined P-value: genome-wide evidence for linkage (pSRo0.0004); Bold P-value: suggestive evidence for linkage (pSRo0.0081); NS, nonsignificant. Significant heterogeneity P-values for the high-ranking bins are shown in parentheses.
aResults obtained in families ascertained through at least two asthmatic sibs.
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Table 2 Summary of chromosomal regions with suggestive evidence of linkage for at least one phenotype, for weighted (W) and unweighted (U) analysis of all groups with complete data
sets using 30 cM bin widths
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Figure 1 Meta-analysis results for genome-wide linkage scans of asthma and
asthma-related phenotypes in ALL families. Minus Log10 P-values of
weighted summed ranks (vertical axis) are plotted against the bin location
(horizontal axis), with a single point plotted for each bin. Thresholds for
genome-wide, suggestive and nominal significance are shown. Each
phenotype is represented with a different colour: asthma (blue), atopic
asthma (orange), BHR (black), IgE (green), SPT (red), SPT to HDM (brown),
SPTQ (magenta) and eosinophils (cyan).

Bronchial hyper-responsiveness
Meta-analysis for BHR was carried out on six scans, including 391
EUR families (1397 affected subjects). Suggestive evidence for linkage
was observed on chromosome 6 (bin 6_3, pSR_W¼0.006). Varying bins
allowed defining a linked region of 13 cM between 65 and 78 cM.
IgE levels
The meta-analysis of 13 GWL scans with available data for IgE
included 2471 families, corresponding to 8076 subjects. Suggestive
evidence for linkage was obtained in ALL families on chromosome 6p
for bin 6_2 (pSR_W¼0.005; pSR_U¼0.003). Suggestive evidence for
linkage was consistently detected for the 6q region using different bin
widths and/or when adding the Australian population-based scan with
partial results (pSR between 0.001 and 0.01). When restricting the
study to EUR families, no region reached the suggestive significance
threshold.
SPT phenotypes
Together, the data for SPT consisted of 1264 families (3255 atopic
subjects) from nine scans. Genome-wide evidence for linkage was
observed for chromosome 3q (bin 3_6, pSR_W¼0.0001 and
pSR_U¼0.0003) in ALL families and for two adjacent bins on chromosome 17q in EUR families: bin 17_2 (pSR_W¼pSR_U¼0.00006) and bin
17_3 (pSR_W¼0.00009 and pSR_U¼0.0001). Analyses using different
bin widths supported the evidence for linkage across a broad region of
chromosome 17q in EUR families and to chromosome 3q (pSR_W
varying from 0.0001 to 0.004) in ALL families, defining two large
regions of at least 40 cM between 124 and 166 cM for chromosome 3
and between 43 and 86 cM for chromosome 17 (Supplementary
Figure S2).
The meta-analysis for SPT to HDM included eight scans with a
total of 548 families (1030 affected subjects). Weighted analysis
identified a single region with suggestive evidence of linkage: bin
11_4 (90–118 cM, pSR¼0.007).
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Meta-analysis for a quantitative score of SPT (SPTQ) was performed on four scans consisting of only EUR families (715 families
with 1561 offspring). Suggestive evidence of linkage was observed for
two bins: bin 5_5 (pSR r0.003) and bin 3_6 (pSR r0.007). Analyses
using different bin widths (Supplementary Figure S2) delineated
a minimal region of B28 cM on chromosome 5q23.1–q33.1 with
genome-wide evidence of linkage (128–156 cM, pSR¼0.0002). Genetic
heterogeneity between studies was detected for bin 21_1
(pSR_W¼0.975). Conversely, bin 3_5 showed consistent evidence of
linkage across studies (pSR_Wr0.001).
Eosinophils
The data for EOS included six GWL scans with 1285 EUR families,
corresponding to 3534 subjects. Genome-wide evidence of linkage
occurred on the 2q31.1–q34 region irrespective of the strategy used
for bin 2_7 (181–210 cM, pSR¼5.105), with suggestive evidence of
linkage in the adjacent bin 2_8 (210–241 cM, pSR¼0.0006). Varying
bin widths supported these results and defined a linked region
of 15 cM between 194 and 210 cM (2q32.3–q34) (Supplementary
Figure S2).
DISCUSSION
This meta-analysis of 20 genome linkage scans conducted for asthma,
BHR and five atopy-related phenotypes has identified several chromosomal regions that are likely to harbour genes involved in asthma.
This study has provided genome-wide evidence of linkage to five
regions in European families (2p21–p14 and 6p21 for asthma, 2q31.1–
q34 for EOS, 5q23.1–q33.1 for SPTQ, 17p12–q25 for SPT) and to one
region in all families (3p25.3–q24 with SPT). Tests of heterogeneity
indicated consistent evidence of linkage of SPTQ to the 3p11–3q21
region and between-study heterogeneity for asthma for 2p21–p14 and
6p21, and for atopic asthma for 1q23–q25.
We can first compare our results with those of the recent GSMA
study performed by Denham et al.5 Whereas the main phenotypes
(asthma, SPT, IgE and BHR) have been examined by both metaanalyses, this study explored the atopic dimension of asthma in more
detail (atopic asthma, polysensitization, positive skin test to HDM and
EOS) and included all genome-wide scans conducted to date. There
are a number of consistencies in the results of the two meta-analyses.
Regions identified at a suggestive significance level by Denham et al
were detected in this study with at least the same significance level, and
three of them reached genome-wide significance (chromosomes 6 for
asthma, 3 and 17 for SPT) in our meta-analysis. Moreover, we
identified additional regions with genome-wide or suggestive evidence
of linkage: 2p21–p14, 4q34.3-qter and 5q31.1–5q31.2 regions for
asthma. The differences in identified regions and significance levels
were likely to be partly due to the differences in population included
in the two meta-analyses. Indeed, Denham et al5 selected nine
genome-wide scans conducted in EUR families, whereas we collected
20 genome scans performed in various ethnic populations, including
European, Hispanic, Asian and African-American subjects. This strategy allowed searching for common genetic regions across populations
and testing for genetic heterogeneity between studies. We also
included two unpublished European studies, but sensitivity analyses
showed that these two data sets did not influence our findings. There
are also methodological differences between published and the present
meta-analyses: we used only scans with full data in our primary
analysis, and then added those with partial data, and we used different
bin definitions to conduct sensitivity analyses. We also conducted
heterogeneity tests and evidenced genetic heterogeneity between
studies in four linkage regions.
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In this study, we performed GSMA on genome-wide scans for
asthma-related phenotypes using the traditional 30-cM bin-width
definition that allows having at least two bins of equal width on the
smallest chromosomes. However, peak linkage scores in individual
studies may map to adjacent bins, and dilute the evidence for linkage
in the GSMA study, reducing both power and precision. To evaluate
the consistency of our results, we repeated the analyses using two
additional bin widths of 20 and 40 cM and using a shifted 30-cM
bin.37 Significant results were obtained consistently for regions identified at genome-wide or suggestive significance levels (2p and 6p with
asthma, 2q with EOS, 17q with atopic asthma, 3q and 17q regions
with SPT and 6p with IgE). These analyses strengthened the evidence
of linkage to the 5q region for SPTQ and identified new regions for
atopic asthma (1p22–p13, 1q23–q25) and SPT (1p34–p22). Moreover,
these analyses allowed us to delineate the chromosomal regions of
interest that are to be further investigated.
Regarding asthma, our meta-analysis allowed the identification of a
novel region (2p21–p14). Considering the contribution to the 2p locus
among all studies individually, six scans only showed weak evidence of
linkage to this locus (PZ0.01). This suggests that the genetic effect
mediating the linkage may be too weak to be identified by any of the
individual scans and highlights the importance of conducting a metaanalysis to identify such a candidate region. Moreover, between-study
heterogeneity was significantly high. Such heterogeneity may be due to
differences in family ascertainment and may also reflect the intrinsic
complexity of the disease architecture or differences in asthma definition across studies. Indeed, asthma genetic research is hampered by
the lack of a gold standard for case definitions, and linkage studies are
sensitive to the misclassification of individuals, leading to reduction of
statistical power. However, we failed to identify a relationship between
the detected heterogeneity for chromosome 2 and variation in asthma
definition. Interestingly, analysis of different bin widths delineated a
chromosomal region (63–83 cM) that overlaps a locus identified for
severe asthma in German families39 and is located at 10 cM from a
linkage signal detected in the French EGEA study for an asthma
severity score.40
For SPT, the strongest evidence of linkage in the analysis of all
families arose in the 3p25.3–q24 region. This evidence was not
sustained when restricting the analysis to EUR families, suggesting
that this region may harbour a major susceptibility gene that is
involved in all populations. Indeed, among the nine genome scans
included in the meta-analysis, two had suggestive evidence of linkage,
five scans having LOD 40.70. This region has been reported to be
linked to various atopy (IgE, specific IgE, EOS) and lung function
phenotypes,17,19,23,34,41,42 and it harbours the COL29A1 gene that was
recently found to be associated with atopic dermatitis,43 as well as
genes encoding pattern recognition receptors (TLR9) and chemokine
receptors (CCR3, CCR5).
The most significant result for SPT obtained from GSMA in families
of EUR was the 17p12–q25 region. Significant or suggestive linkage to
this region was detected in four studies (French, Dutch, Australian
twin and GAIN),14,17,20,24 but not in others, confirming the ability of
GSMA to detect linkage in the presence of heterogeneity. Interestingly,
evidence of linkage of the 17q region was less significant when
considering the whole sample, including African-American and
Hispanic-American families from the CSGA study, suggesting that
susceptibility gene(s) included in that region may have a more important role in Caucasian populations. Recently, the first GWA study
conducted for asthma in European children identified a strong association of the disease with the 17q21 locus that harbours GSDML and
ORMDL3 genes.44 These genes are located at the boundary between
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17_2 and 17_3 bins. Further studies have shown that the 17q21 genetic
variants are more strongly associated with early-onset asthma but did
not show association with atopy.45 It remains to be investigated
whether polymorphisms at the 17q21 locus account fully or partially
for the observed linkage in this region. Moreover, bins on chromosome 17 were detected to be linked to various atopy phenotypes by the
present meta-analysis (IgE, EOS, SPT to HDM, asthma and atopic
asthma), and linkage signals in this region have also been reported for
asthma by previous studies,12,14,17,20,34,46 suggesting that this region is
likely to harbour several susceptibility genes, a few of them with
pleiotropic effects on correlated phenotypes.
The 5q23.1–q33.1 region provided genome-wide evidence of linkage to SPTQ in different analyses. This linkage was supported by three
scans with LOD 41.2, the fourth one having a modest signal in that
region. The 5q region was also identified by the asthma analysis, this
linkage signal being mainly supported by the three smallest studies
(Japanese, Australian twins and Hispanic families from the CSGA
study) and by the Dutch genome scan. This region was first reported
to be linked to IgE and BHR by candidate linkage studies, and then
detected with asthma, suggesting that this region may harbour several
genes.3 Candidate genes are present within this region, including the
ADRB2 gene and the interleukin gene cluster.3 Moreover, this region
includes the CYFIP2 gene found to be associated with atopic asthma
by positional cloning.47
Genome-wide evidence of linkage was detected on 2q32–q34 for
EOS. This region is reported to be linked to IgE and lung function12,41
and harbours several candidate genes, including genes involved in
T-cell signalling (ICOS, CD28 and CTLA-4) and apoptosis (CASP8).
This region includes the IL1R1L gene found to be associated with EOS
by a GWA study.48
Suggestive evidence was also observed on chromosome 6p22–p21
for IgE and asthma. No individual study showed strong evidence of
linkage with IgE (LOD 42.0) in this region, but six had nominally
significant LOD scores (LOD 40.70). This 6p region was mainly
detected to be linked to asthma and atopy-related phenotypes.14,18,23,25,30,49 This chromosomal region includes the MHC
region and in particular the HLA-G locus found to be associated
with asthma and BHR in an isolated population not included in the
present analysis and replicated in Dutch families included in the
present meta-analysis.50
GWA studies have successfully identified novel genes contributing to
common complex diseases but which, however, explain a small
proportion of heritability of disease.51 It is more and more accepted
now that genetic susceptibility to complex diseases such as asthma
includes a wide spectrum of genetic variation, from rare alleles with
strong effects to common alleles with modest effects.52 Current GWA
studies have the power to identify mainly common variants, whereas
linkage analysis can detect different types of genetic factors within one
locus or several loci, including rare variants segregating in families.
Therefore, our meta-analysis provides an important resource of information that can be used not only to prioritize further fine-mapping
studies in regions of interest but also be integrated with GWAs to
increase power4 and better interpret the outcomes of these studies.
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